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Reading Roadmap 

KS3

Prior 
knowledge

Knowledge of PhonicsLinguistic knowledge Ability to decode

Rehearse, refine, 
share & respond

Confidence & competence in 
spoken language & listening 
skills

High quality 
discussion

Knowledge of the 
world

A wide range of texts

Adopt,create & sustain a 
range of rolesUnderstand & use 

conventions for 
discussion & debate

Explain 
understanding 
of books & 
other reading

Poetry Around the worldLiterary heritage 
(Moonfleet)

Reading the 
Media (Coasts)

Activate prior knowledge to make 
meaningful links between different 
genres of text

Identify the conventions of media & 
non-fiction texts looking at how fact & 
opinion are presented

Identify conventions within prose 
fiction texts and explore their 
impact on the reader inferring & 
elaborating 

Letters & 
biographies/ 

autobiographies
(Van Gogh)

Speeches & scripts
(World War One)

Shakespeare Play

Compare texts across 
time considering how 
context affects content, 
language and structure

Understand the 
conventions of speech 
writing & play scripts 
within context 

Analyse 
Shakespearean & 
Literary heritage 
language then & now

A Sense of 
Atmosphere

HauntedFemale 

Read, understand 
and respond to texts 
developing a critical 
style and  an 
informed personal 
response

Analyse  language, form and structure used by 
writers to create meanings and effects, learning 
and using relevant subject terminology 

Select and synthesise 
evidence from different 
texts

An Inspector Calls

Understand the relationships 
between texts and the contexts in 
which they were written.

Heroes 
and 

Villains

Theatre 
of War

Identify and interpret explicit and 
implicit information and ideas
selecting  and synthesising evidence 
from different texts

Compare writers’ 
ideas and 
perspectives, as 
well as how these 
are conveyed, 
across two or 
more texts

Windows into other 
Worlds
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Identify and interpret explicit and implicit information 
and ideas
comparing writers’ ideas and perspectives, as well 
as how these are conveyed, across two or more 
texts

A Christmas Carol

Understand the 
relationships between 
texts and the contexts 
in which they were 
written.

Macbeth

IdentityThe Natural WorldRevision

Analyse the language, 
form and structure used 
by a writer to create 
meanings and effects, 
using relevant subject 
terminology where 
appropriate.

●

Evaluate texts critically and 
support this with appropriate 
textual references

Analyse the language, form and structure used by a 
writer to create meanings and effects, using relevant 
subject terminology where appropriate

Learn to Read! Read to Learn!


